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I. WITNESS INTRODUCTION 1 

Q1. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Scott Rungren.  My business address is 727 Craig Road, St. 3 

Louis, Missouri 63141. 4 

Q2. Are you the same Scott Rungren who previously filed testimony in 5 

this proceeding? 6 

A. Yes, I am. 7 

II. PURPOSE OF REBUTTAL TESTIMONY 8 

Q3. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 9 

A. I address the capital structure recommended by ICC Staff witness Ms. 10 

Janis Freetly (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0); adjustments to Illinois-American 11 

Water Company’s (“IAWC”) cash working capital amount by ICC Staff 12 

witness Mr. Dan Kahle (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0); the recommended 13 

disallowance of IAWC’s pension asset by Staff witness Ms. Dianna 14 

Hathhorn (ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0); and the People of the State of Illinois 15 

(“AG”) witness Mr. Ralph Smith’s (AG Exhibit 2.0) testimony regarding 16 

various proposed adjustments.  I also discuss the impact of various 17 

adjustments and corrections on the Company’s Cash Working Capital 18 

(“CWC”) balance and the Company’s updated weighted average cost of 19 

capital (“WACC”) based on Company witness Pauline M. Ahern’s updated 20 

cost of equity recommendation of 11.25% (IAWC Exhibit 10.00R). 21 
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III. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS FREETLY 22 

A. Capital Structure 23 

Q4. What is IAWC’s forecasted capital structure? 24 

A. As shown on page 1 of Schedule D-1 First Revised, the Company’s 25 

proposed test year capital structure is composed of 0.26% short-term 26 

debt, 48.92% long-term debt and 50.82% common equity.  This capital 27 

structure reflects the Company’s projected twelve-month average 28 

balances for each capital component for the test year ending September 29 

30, 2013. 30 

Q5. Does Ms. Freetly estimate the Company’s cost of capital based on its 31 

forecasted capital structure? 32 

A. No.  Ms. Freetly proposes to impute a capital structure based on the 33 

consolidated capital structure of IAWC’s parent company, American Water 34 

Works Company, Inc. (“AWW”), as of September 30, 2011, which is 35 

composed of 42.36% common equity.  Ms. Freetly’s imputed capital 36 

structure for IAWC consists of 42% common equity, 56.7% long-term debt 37 

and 1.30% short-term debt, as shown on Schedule 6.1 of ICC Staff Exhibit 38 

6.0. 39 

Q6. Is Ms. Freetly’s proposed capital structure appropriate? 40 

A. No, it is not.  Her proposal is conceptually flawed in a number of respects.  41 

Specifically, her proposal: 42 

• violates Section 9-230 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) by 43 

imputing the higher leveraged and more financially risky capital 44 
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structure of AWW to the calculation of IAWC’s weighted average 45 

cost of capital;   46 

• fails to recognize that IAWC is responsible for raising its own capital 47 

and, therefore, that IAWC manages its capital structure 48 

independently of AWW; 49 

• fails to demonstrate that IAWC’s capital structure is not 50 

reasonable—in fact, she admits she did not assess the 51 

reasonableness of IAWC’s capital structure with respect to its 52 

impact on IAWC’s WACC; 53 

• fails to demonstrate that her proposed capital structure is 54 

reasonable, instead relying solely on legal interpretations of Section 55 

9-230 of the PUA and an appellate court decision as the basis for 56 

her conclusion; 57 

• assumes without foundation that AWW is manipulating IAWC’s 58 

capital structure to increase the weighted average cost of capital; 59 

• fails to reflect the impact of her proposed capital structure in the 60 

capital component costs for IAWC and, as a result, does not reflect  61 

the overall WACC recommendation for IAWC; and 62 

• ignores the risk profile and capital structure of her own water proxy 63 

group.  64 

Ms. Freetly’s recommendation to add $8,406,022 to the Company’s 65 

test year short-term debt balance is also without merit.  In addition, the 66 

method used by Ms. Freetly to compute that short-term debt increment is 67 

inconsistent with the methodology employed by Ms. Freetly to calculate 68 

the base amount of short-term debt shown on her Schedule 6.2.  I have 69 
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corrected Ms. Freetly’s calculation of the incremental portion of short-term 70 

debt so that it is calculated in a consistent manner. 71 

Q7. Why does Ms. Freetly impute a capital structure to IAWC based on 72 

AWW’s capital structure? 73 

A. Ms. Freetly claims that using IAWC’s actual capital structure “could 74 

produce a rate of return that would violate Section 9-230 of the Act.”  (ICC 75 

Staff Exhibit 6.0, p. 8, lines 143-44.).  She cites a 1995 appellate court 76 

decision that found, according to Ms. Freetly, that a holding company 77 

could allow the capital structure of the regulated utility to be manipulated 78 

by the parent to include excessive equity to inflate the rate of return.  (Id. 79 

at p. 8, lines 151-152.)  Ms. Freetly argues that IAWC “needs to provide 80 

an analysis demonstrating that IAWC has higher risk than AWW to justify 81 

the higher common equity ratio for the utility.”  (Id. at p. 9, lines 157-59.)   82 

Q8. Does Ms. Freetly explain how Section 9-230 would be violated if 83 

IAWC does not demonstrate that it has higher risk than AWW? 84 

A. No, she does not.  My understanding of Ms. Freetly’s position is that she 85 

contends IAWC is precluded by Section 9-230 of the PUA, for ratemaking 86 

purposes, from having a higher equity ratio than AWW unless IAWC 87 

demonstrates that it has a higher degree of operating risk than AWW.  88 

Thus, following her logic, any increase to the weighted average cost of 89 

capital for IAWC caused by a higher equity ratio than AWW’s is justified 90 

only if the higher WACC is necessary to compensate IAWC for greater 91 

risk.  However, she does not explain what degree of additional operating 92 
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risk would justify IAWC’s proposed equity ratio; that is, how a given 93 

amount of operating risk can be equated with a specific proportion of 94 

common equity. 95 

Q9. What does Section 9-230 of the PUA require? 96 

A. Section 9-230 provides, “In determining a reasonable rate of return upon 97 

investment for any public utility in any proceeding to establish rates or 98 

charges, the Commission shall not include any (1) incremental risk, (ii) 99 

increased cost of capital . . . which is the direct or indirect result of the 100 

public utility’s affiliation with unregulated or nonutility companies.”  (220 101 

ILCS 5/9-230.) 102 

Q10. Does Ms. Freetly identify or quantify any incremental risk to IAWC 103 

which is the direct or indirect result of its affiliation with unregulated 104 

or nonutility companies such as AWW? 105 

A. No, she does not.  Ms. Freetly has not asserted that IAWC’s higher equity 106 

ratio relative to AWW’s necessarily suggests that IAWC is incurring 107 

incremental risk or an increased cost of capital due to its association with 108 

AWW.   109 

Q11. Does Ms. Freetly identify or quantify any increased cost of capital 110 

which is the direct or indirect result of its affiliation with unregulated 111 

or nonutility companies such as AWW?  112 

A. No, she does not.   113 
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Q12. Does she offer any explanation for why she believes Section 9-230 114 

would be violated if IAWC’s forecasted capital structure and 115 

resulting WACC were used to set rates? 116 

A. Not explicitly.  She simply references an appellate court case where the 117 

court noted that when a larger corporation owns a utility, “the capital 118 

structure of the regulated utility can be manipulated to include excessive 119 

equity to inflate the rate of return.”  (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0, p. 8, lines 146-120 

52.)  She offers no evidence that AWW has manipulated IAWC’s capital 121 

structure; no explanation of how much equity in IAWC’s capital structure 122 

would be “excessive”; and no quantification of the extent to which use of 123 

IAWC’s capital structure would allegedly “inflate” its rate of return.  She 124 

simply assumes that each of these situations could occur, and argues that 125 

IAWC has the burden of proving otherwise. 126 

Q13. Do you agree with Ms. Freetly’s position? 127 

A. No, I do not.  Although I am not an attorney, PUA Section 9-230 simply 128 

does not state that a utility must perform any type of risk analysis in order 129 

to use its own capital structure versus that of its parent company.  If 130 

anything, Section 9-230 requires that the utility’s stand-alone capital 131 

structure and risk be used as a starting point in determining its cost of 132 

capital.  Any “incremental risk” inuring to the utility due to its affiliation with 133 

unregulated or nonutility companies must be excluded from the 134 

determination of the utility’s cost of capital.  In other words, Section 9-230 135 

precludes imputing to the utility the risk of affiliated unregulated 136 
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companies, or non-regulated activities owned directly by the utility.  This is 137 

consistent with the principle that the Commission sets rates for the utilities 138 

within its jurisdiction based on each utility’s risk and costs of capital, and 139 

not the risk level or cost of capital of unregulated affiliates or holding 140 

companies.  Thus, it is Ms. Freetly’s proposal, not IAWC’s, that violates 141 

Section 9-230 of the PUA by adding incremental risk to IAWC based on its 142 

ownership by AWW. 143 

Q14. What are the relative levels of risk associated with the AWW and 144 

IAWC capital structures? 145 

A. Ms. Freetly acknowledges that as the reliance on debt as a source of 146 

capital increases, so does the risk of default.  She states, “[b]eyond a 147 

certain point, a growing dependence on debt as a source of funds 148 

increases the overall cost of capital.”  (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0, p. 3, lines 52-149 

53.)  Ms. Freetly proposes a capital structure consisting of 56.7% long-150 

term debt, compared to IAWC’s forecasted test year long-term debt ratio 151 

of 48.92%. (Schedule D-1 First Revised, p. 1.)  All other things being 152 

equal, AWW’s capital structure reflects greater financial risk than IAWC’s. 153 

In her response to Company data request IAWC-ICC 3.05, Ms. Freetly 154 

agrees that her proposal would impute AWW’s higher level of financial risk 155 

to IAWC and its ratepayers.  Note that here I am focusing on financial risk, 156 

not operating risk, which I address later in my rebuttal testimony. 157 

Q15. How does IAWC manage its capital structure? 158 
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A. IAWC manages its capital structure independently from AWW, 159 

constructing its own financing plan with respect to the amounts and timing 160 

of debt and equity issuances.  In managing its capital structure, the 161 

Company’s goal is to maintain a reasonable WACC in light of the various 162 

operating risks it faces.  In addition, IAWC assesses its capital structure 163 

for reasonableness against that of other publicly traded water utilities. 164 

Q16. Does Ms. Freetly provide any evidence to suggest that AWW is 165 

“manipulating” IAWC’s capital structure?  166 

A. No, she does not.  She simply, and arbitrarily, relies on the language from 167 

an appellate court decision without explaining how the facts and 168 

circumstances underlying that decision are relevant to the facts and 169 

circumstances in this proceeding.  Assuming that use of IAWC’s capital 170 

structure results in a higher cost of capital, as Ms. Freetly claims could 171 

happen, she provides no evidence that a higher cost of capital would 172 

result in an excessive return to AWW.  A higher equity ratio, all else being 173 

equal, signifies a higher amount of common equity that earnings will be 174 

divided by in the calculation of the earned return on common equity.  175 

Holding the allowed return on common equity constant, it is not 176 

necessarily true that earnings would increase by a higher percentage than 177 

common equity.  Thus, infusing additional equity into IAWC’s capital 178 

structure would not necessarily increase the return that AWW earns on its 179 

investment in IAWC.   180 
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Q17. Is there an economic incentive for AWW to inflate the common equity 181 

component of IAWC’s capital structure to increase AWW’s earnings?  182 

A. No.  AWW’s and IAWC’s incentives are aligned to maintain reasonable 183 

costs of capital.  IAWC’s risk profile decreases as the Company increases 184 

its common equity ratio.  This will improve AWW’s risk-return profile and 185 

lower the debt financing costs to AWW and IAWC’s financing affiliate, 186 

American Water Capital Corp. (“AWCC”).  This will allow AWCC to offer 187 

lower rate debt financing to IAWC.  In addition, further improvement to 188 

IAWC’s risk profile will attract direct debt financing offers that may be 189 

lower than debt financing rates offered by AWCC.  Therefore, the 190 

economic benefits of a higher equity component in the Company’s capital 191 

structure will be in the form of lower debt and equity costs to the 192 

Company.    Further, the historical returns earned by AWW on its equity 193 

investment in IAWC are well below the theoretical return allowed in 194 

previous rate cases.  It is not prudent for IAWC to simply assume that it 195 

will attract equity contributions from AWW or other investors, nor can it 196 

assume AWCC will lend to IAWC if it does not have a reasonable capital 197 

structure.  198 
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Q18. Ms. Freetly states, “the Commission should not determine the overall 199 

rate of return from a utility’s actual capital structure if the 200 

Commission concludes that capital structure adversely affects the 201 

overall cost of capital.”  (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0, pp. 3-4 lines 54-56.)  202 

Did Ms. Freetly provide an analysis of IAWC’s overall rate of return 203 

based on its stand-alone capital structure? 204 

A. No, she did not.  Ms. Freetly stated in response to Company data request 205 

IAWC-ICC 2.14 that she “did not perform any analyses using IAWC’s 206 

stand-alone capital structure.”  In addition, Ms. Freetly’s response to 207 

Company data request IAWC-ICC 1.82 states that she “did not assess the 208 

reasonableness of IAWC’s proposed test year capital structure with 209 

respect to its impact on IAWC’s weighted average cost of capital.”  Thus, 210 

Ms. Freetly has not performed any analysis to determine whether the 211 

Company’s proposed capital structure adversely affects its overall cost of 212 

capital. 213 

Q19. Did Ms. Freetly provide an analysis of IAWC’s overall rate of return 214 

based on her own proposed capital structure? 215 

A. No, as discussed by IAWC witness Ms. Ahern, IAWC’s return on equity 216 

would require an upward financial risk adjustment if Ms. Freetly’s capital 217 

structure was adopted.   218 
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Q20. Ms. Freetly also states, “one should determine whether the capital 219 

structure is consistent with the financial strength necessary to 220 

access the capital markets under most economic conditions, and if 221 

so, whether the cost of that financial strength is reasonable.” (ICC 222 

Staff Exhibit 6.0, p. 4, lines 64-67.)  Did Ms. Freetly make that 223 

determination? 224 

A. No, she has not assessed the Company’s proposed capital structure in 225 

terms of financial integrity.  With respect to the capital structure she 226 

proposes, Ms. Freetly noted in her response to data request IAWC-ICC 227 

1.84 that, in her view, “[s]ince the Company did not adequately justify why 228 

its equity ratio needs to be higher than that of AWW, it “was determined in 229 

accordance with Section 9-230 of the Act.”  Thus, Ms. Freetly did not 230 

determine whether her proposed capital structure would provide IAWC 231 

“with the financial strength necessary to access the capital markets under 232 

most economic conditions.” 233 

Q21. How does IAWC’s capital structure compare to other water utilities? 234 

A. IAWC’s capital structure is, on average, consistent with that of other water 235 

companies.  For example, in the recent Aqua Illinois rate case, Docket No. 236 

11-0436, Order entered February 16, 2012, Aqua Illinois proposed, and 237 

the Commission authorized, a capital structure that contained an equity 238 

ratio of 53.31%.  I should note that Aqua Illinois, like IAWC, is part of a 239 

holding company structure, and that Aqua America, parent of Aqua Illinois, 240 

had an equity ratio of 43.40% as of December 31, 2010.  IAWC’s 241 
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proposed capital structure is also consistent with capital structures that the 242 

ICC has allowed other water utilities in general. 243 

Q22. How would adoption of Ms. Freetly’s proposed capital structure 244 

affect investors’ perceptions of IAWC’s risk? 245 

A. The negative impact on the Company’s costs of capital, both debt and 246 

common equity, if IAWC were to increase its debt ratio from 48.68% up to 247 

56.70%, as Ms. Freetly has done by imputing AWW’s capital structure, 248 

would be significant.  There is a substantial difference in credit quality 249 

between debt ratios of 48.69% and 56.70%.  A debt ratio of 56.70% would 250 

substantially increase IAWC’s financial risk, which would result in 251 

significant increases to IAWC’s debt and common equity costs.  It is well 252 

established that increasing the amount of debt in a company’s capital 253 

structure increases the investment risk of that Company.  Indeed, Ms. 254 

Freetly acknowledges this fact in her response to data request IAWC-ICC 255 

3.05 by stating that “[a]ll else equal, a capital structure with a higher 256 

proportion of debt has a higher level of financial risk.”  In addition, the 257 

appellate court case cited by Ms. Freetly also recognized that a higher 258 

level of financial leverage increases a firm’s costs of capital when it stated 259 

that “[a] corporation with a higher percentage of debt-financed capital will 260 

need to pay more for both its debt and its equity than a corporation with a 261 

greater proportion of equity capital, if all other risk factors are equal.”1  262 

                                            
1 Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 276 Ill. App. 3d 730, 744 (1st Dist. 
1995). 
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Thus, without examining the impact of her proposed capital structure on 263 

IAWC’s cost of capital and reflecting its associated higher capital costs, 264 

Ms. Freetly cannot know whether she has imputed a capital structure to 265 

IAWC that, if implemented, would result in a higher weighted average cost 266 

of capital than would use of IAWC’s proposed capital structure.  Further, 267 

using an imputed capital structure based on AWW’s capital structure for 268 

ratemaking purposes, without adjusting the capital component costs to 269 

reflect the higher level of financial risk, will not provide IAWC with 270 

adequate cash flow to service the return requirements of its investors.  271 

Q23. What affect would increased risk have on IAWC’s weighted average 272 

cost of capital? 273 

A. The probable impact would be an increase to IAWC’s weighted average 274 

cost of capital, as also discussed by Ms. Ahern.  Ms. Freetly notes the 275 

importance of maintaining a capital structure that is “consistent with the 276 

financial strength necessary to access the capital markets under most 277 

economic conditions.” (ICC Staff Exhibit 6.0, p. 4, lines 64-67.)  IAWC’s 278 

proposed capital structure will provide the Company with that ability, and 279 

will also allow the Company to attract debt and equity capital at 280 

reasonable costs.   281 

Q24. Why would an increase in risk lead to a greater weighted average 282 

cost of capital? 283 

A. It is essential that IAWC maintain a reasonable stand-alone capital 284 

structure and related financial ratios that will allow it to attract capital in the 285 
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market on reasonable terms.  IAWC has the ability to issue debt capital on 286 

its own through public or private issuances, or through AWCC, provided 287 

that AWCC is determined to be the least cost source.  To date, IAWC has 288 

not chosen to obtain debt capital via a public offering due to higher 289 

issuance costs associated with such a placement.  Thus, IAWC has not 290 

been required to obtain a bond rating from a rating agency, such as 291 

Standard & Poor’s.  IAWC, however, has issued debt through private 292 

offerings, primarily to institutional investors.  In connection with such 293 

issuances, the investors involved analyze financial ratios and other data 294 

comparable to the data that is examined by rating agencies in connection 295 

with the assignment of debt ratings.  In effect, the private investor will 296 

assign its own “rating” developed in a manner similar to that used by the 297 

rating agencies for public debt.  Staff’s proposed capital structure would 298 

result in a lower “rating” for IAWC.  This would result in an increase to both 299 

IAWC’s cost of debt, due to the lower rating, and to its cost of common 300 

equity, as investors would demand higher returns to compensate them for 301 

IAWC’s increased risk.   302 

Q25. Ms. Freetly suggests there is no reason for IAWC’s capital structure 303 

to be significantly different from AWW’s capital structure.  Do you 304 

agree? 305 

A. No, I do not.  IAWC’s operating risk profile is significantly different than the 306 

operating risk profile of AWW.  AWW is an unregulated holding company 307 

that makes equity investments in water and water-related businesses, 308 
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including regulated utilities, in many different states.  However, IAWC is a 309 

regulated water utility operating solely in the state of Illinois, and thus, 310 

does not achieve the level of diversification reflected in AWW’s operational 311 

risk profile.  Since the capital structure of a business should reflect its 312 

operating risk profile, it is reasonable to expect that the risk profiles and, 313 

thus, the capital structures, of IAWC and AWW would be different.  Ms. 314 

Freetly’s discussion of the relative levels of “risk” between IAWC and 315 

AWW is an apples-to-oranges comparison in that each company bears a 316 

very different type of risk.    317 

Q26. Is Mr. Freetly’s proposal consistent with the capital structure of her 318 

water utility sample? 319 

A. Ms. Freetly’s imputed equity ratio of 42% is almost five percentage points 320 

lower than that of the average equity ratio of her water utility sample as of 321 

2010, which is 46.99%.   322 

Q27. Is Ms. Freetly’s imputed capital structure proposal consistent with 323 

her recommended return on common equity in this proceeding? 324 

A. No, it is not.  As noted previously, Ms. Freetly did not adjust her cost of 325 

equity recommendation to reflect her imputed capital structure, as 326 

discussed by Ms. Ahern.  327 

Q28. Has the Commission previously recognized that AWW’s equity ratio 328 

may be lower than IAWC’s? 329 

A. Yes, it has.  In IAWC's divestiture case, Docket No. 06-0336, Condition 9 330 

states: 331 
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For three years following the date of this Order, IAWC will maintain 332 
its equity-to-capital ratio between 40% and 50%.  If the equity-to-333 
capital ratio falls outside of this range, IAWC will notify the 334 
Commission in writing within 30 days. 335 

Thus, the ICC endorsed an equity ratio of up to 50% for IAWC back in 336 

2006.  Also, Condition 1 required AWW to have an equity ratio of at least 337 

45% at the time of divestiture.  The ICC Order was essentially allowing 338 

IAWC an equity ratio of 50%, but only requiring AWW to have an equity 339 

ratio of at least 45%.  Thus, the ICC recognized that AWW and IAWC 340 

could have divergent equity ratios, and that IAWC's could be higher. 341 

Q29. What is your conclusion with respect to Ms. Freetly’s recommended 342 

capital structure for IAWC in this proceeding? 343 

A. IAWC’s forecasted capital structure should be used in this case.  IAWC's 344 

forecasted 50.82% common equity ratio is the appropriate portion of 345 

equity in the capital structure to make certain the Company’s operations 346 

and investments are financed at the lowest weighted average cost of 347 

capital.  Holding constant the Company’s degree of business risk, a higher 348 

equity ratio lowers the cost of each capital component.  IAWC’s proposed 349 

capital structure will enable the Company to raise capital on reasonable 350 

terms in most market conditions.  351 

B. Short-Term Debt 352 

Q30. Ms. Freetly has added $8,406,022 to her calculated test year short-353 

term debt balance, resulting in a total short-term debt balance of 354 

$10,493,865.  Do you agree with Ms. Freetly’s adjustment?  355 
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A. No, I do not.  The basis Ms. Freetly presented for this adjustment is that 356 

during the historical period she studied, May 2009 through December 357 

2011, on average, the Company’s actual short-term debt balances 358 

exceeded the Company’s projections by that amount (ICC Exhibit 6.0, 359 

lines 87-90.)  However, historic short-term debt balances from 2009 360 

through 2011 have no relevance to the calculation of the Company’s 361 

projected 2013 test year short-term debt balances.  The Company’s test 362 

year short-term debt balances are projections from its 2011-2013 business 363 

plan, and were not determined arbitrarily.  Thus, the short-term debt 364 

balance recommended by Ms. Freetly does not reflect, on average, the 365 

short-term debt balance the Company is forecasting for the time the rates 366 

determined in this proceeding will be in effect.      367 

Q31. Do you have any other concerns with the short-term debt balance 368 

recommended by Ms. Freetly?  369 

A. Yes, I do.  The methodology used by Ms. Freetly contains an error that 370 

should be corrected.  As noted above, Ms. Freetly has added $8,406,022 371 

to her calculated test year balance of short-term debt.  This amount was 372 

derived by comparing the Company’s actual and budgeted short-term debt 373 

balances over the May 2009 through December 2011 period.  However, it 374 

is not correct to simply add the $8,406,022 to the short-term debt balance.  375 

Rather, that amount should be added to each month-end balance included 376 

in the test year, and then a new test year average balance computed.   377 
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Q32. Why is it necessary to add the $8,406,022 to each test year month-378 

end balance? 379 

A. This is necessary because the methodology used by the Commission staff 380 

to calculate the appropriate short-term debt balance for a company’s 381 

capital structure does not look solely at short-term debt.  The calculation 382 

methodology is shown on Ms. Freetly’s Schedule 6.2, which considers 383 

total construction work in progress (“CWIP”) and CWIP accruing AFUDC 384 

balances.  The methodology is explained on lines 72-86 of her direct 385 

testimony.   386 

Q33. Have you determined the correct incremental amount of short-term 387 

debt based on Ms. Freetly’s position? 388 

A. Yes, I have.  Correcting for the error noted above, the amount of short-389 

term debt to add would be $6,713,062.  Based on that increment, the 390 

correct average total short-term debt balance would be $8,800,906.  Ms. 391 

Freetly’s resulting corrected capital structure would be comprised of 392 

1.09% short-term debt, 56.91% long-term debt, and 42.00% common 393 

equity.  This corrected calculation is shown on pages 1 and 2 of IAWC 394 

Exhibit  6.01R, attached to my testimony.   395 

IV. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS KAHLE 396 

Q34. Do you agree with Mr. Kahle’s recommendation for an original cost 397 

determination?  398 

A. Yes, I do.  However, I propose that the Commission make its original cost 399 

determination on the June 30, 2011 balance of $1,304,723,156.  Mr. Kahle 400 
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recommended two adjustments to the September 30, 2011 Utility Plant in 401 

Service balance that are inappropriate, as IAWC witness Rich Kerckhove 402 

notes in his rebuttal testimony (IAWC Exhibit 5.00R).  Since Mr. Kahle’s 403 

recommendation for an original cost determination suggests that the 404 

Commission may order adjustments, which are contested, I cannot agree 405 

with Mr. Kahle’s recommended date.  Second, Mr. Kahle’s recommended 406 

September 30, 2011 plant balance includes three months of forecasted 407 

plant additions.   408 

Q35. Have you reviewed Mr. Kahle’s proposed adjustment to IAWC’s Cash 409 

Working Capital (“CWC”) contained on pages 8-10 and Schedule 1.8 410 

of his testimony? 411 

A. Yes, I have.   412 

Q36. Do you agree with his recommendation? 413 

A. No, because Mr. Kahle’s proposal ignores the amount of cash that the 414 

Company actually expects to contribute to its pension trust in compliance 415 

with ERISA. 416 

Q37. Mr. Kahle used pension expense from IAWC’s Schedule C-2 instead 417 

of projected qualified pension contributions in his adjustment.  Is 418 

this appropriate? 419 

A. No, it is not.  CWC is just that—the cash the Company needs to operate 420 

the business.  CWC is determined by an analysis of revenues received 421 

and expenses paid by the Company, i.e., actual cash flows in and out.  422 

Pension contribution amounts represent what the Company actually pays 423 
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out in any given year, and so is the appropriate basis for determining 424 

CWC. Pension expense in the revenue requirement, by contrast, 425 

represents the operating statement portion of FAS 87 expense.  For 426 

pension contributions, the Company is required by ERISA to fund a 427 

minimum amount of the Company’s pension plan.  This is cash that is 428 

required to be contributed to the pension trust, and includes both the 429 

income statement and capital portions of pension funding.  Mr. Kahle’s 430 

adjustment ignores this minimum funding amount that is required by law. 431 

Items that are not reflected in the revenue requirement are still 432 

reflected in the CWC calculation.  The Company does not include in its 433 

revenue requirement amounts for purchased water and for wastewater 434 

treatment revenues and expenses, yet they are included in the statement 435 

of CWC because they represent cash flow for the Company.  The 436 

Company is required to pay for purchased water and for wastewater 437 

treatment and collect from customers the associated revenues.  Although 438 

purchased water and purchased wastewater treatment is removed from 439 

the revenue requirement, purchased water and purchased wastewater 440 

treatment is considered in the statement of CWC. 441 

V. RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS HATHHORN 442 

Q38. Ms. Hathhorn recommends removing IAWC’s pension asset from 443 

rate base because she believes the asset was funded by the 444 

Company’s ratepayers, rather than provided by its shareholders.  Do 445 

you agree? 446 
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A. No, I do not. The question of shareholder funding is not the appropriate 447 

basis to determine if IAWC’s pension asset should be included in rate 448 

base.  Rather, the question is the appropriate ratemaking treatment of the 449 

differences between amounts accrued as pension expense under FAS 87 450 

and the pension funding contribution payments made underERISA.  In 451 

essence, these are timing differences, and should be treated consistently.  452 

In the past, when pension contribution amounts were less than the FAS 87 453 

amount, the Commission approved a rate base deduction.  Thus, if 454 

pension funding contributions are greater than the FAS 87 amount, 455 

symmetry requires that IAWC include the additional amount in rate base. 456 

Q39. What is the basis for IAWC’s pension asset proposal? 457 

A. The Company’s pension funding contribution amounts exceeded FAS 87 458 

amounts in 2010 and 2011, and are expected to exceed FAS 87 amounts 459 

in 2012 and 2013.  In response to Company data request IAWC-ICC 1.85, 460 

Ms. Hathhorn agreed that IAWC’s pension contribution amounts are non-461 

discretionary.  462 

Q40. What ratemaking treatment is applied when FAS 87 amounts are 463 

greater than funding contribution amounts? 464 

A. As recognized by IAWC in its response to ICC Staff data request DLH-465 

1.10, the Commission has authorized the symmetrically converse 466 

deduction from rate base when accrued pension expense (FAS 87) 467 

exceeded funding contributions (ERISA) in IAWC’s prior rate cases, 468 

among other dockets.  (See Docket Nos. 09-0319, 07-0507, 04-0442; 03-469 
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0403; 00-0337, 00-0338, 00-0339 (Cons.); 92-0116; 94-0270; 01-0465, 470 

01-0530, 01-0637 (Cons.).)  Ms. Hathhorn makes no reference to this 471 

symmetrically converse rate base deduction in her direct testimony. 472 

Q41. Is there a reason to treat the symmetrical converse situation 473 

differently? 474 

A. No, there is not.  Over time, ERISA contribution amounts and FAS 87 475 

expense accrual amounts will be the same.  The situation in this case, as 476 

in the previous cases, is really a timing difference.  The question to 477 

resolve is how that timing difference should be treated. 478 

Q42. What alternatives can the Commission consider? 479 

A. (i) Reflect the full pension funding contribution amount to be paid in the 480 

test year in operating expense, or (ii) accept rate base deductions when 481 

the pension funding contribution amount is less than FAS 87 and rate 482 

base additions when the pension funding contribution amount is greater 483 

than FAS 87, or (iii) do neither. 484 

Q43. Does Ms. Hathhorn’s recommendation follow any of these 485 

alternatives? 486 

A. No, it does not.  Ms. Hathhorn fails to recognize that IAWC must actually 487 

pay out the contribution amounts in the test year.  Thus, Ms. Hathhorn’s 488 

proposal represents asymmetrical treatment.   489 

Q44. What is your recommendation to the Commission with respect to 490 

this issue? 491 
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A. I recommend that the Commission approve inclusion of IAWC’s pension 492 

asset in rate base.  If the Commission declines to do so, it should either (i) 493 

set IAWC’s test year level of pension expense at the funding contribution 494 

level, or (ii) make a determination in the Order in this case that, when the 495 

funding contribution amount is less than the FAS 87 amount, no rate base 496 

deduction is required.  497 

Q45. Ms. Hathhorn suggests that her recommendation is in keeping with 498 

past Commission decisions.  Do you agree? 499 

A. No, I do not.  Ms. Hathhorn states, “the basic debate of the many 500 

Commission orders on this subject concerns where the utility acquired the 501 

funds that created the pension asset.  In the absence of evidence to the 502 

contrary, the Commission as repeatedly found . . . that such funds . . . are 503 

provided by ratepayers and, therefore, there is no basis to provide 504 

shareholders a return on such funding through inclusion of the pension 505 

asset in rate base.”  (ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0, pp. 4-5.)  Ms. Hathhorn then 506 

goes on to cite in support of her position the Commission’s findings in 507 

Docket Nos. 11-0280/11-0281 (Cons.) (Peoples/North Shore), 04-0779 508 

and 95-0219 (Nicor), and 05-0597, 07-0566 and 10-0467 (ComEd).  All of 509 

these cases, however, are factually distinct from IAWC’s circumstances.  510 

Q46. Please explain. 511 

A. Although I am not an attorney, I believe the pension assets at issue in the 512 

Peoples/North Shore and Nicor dockets cited by Ms. Hathhorn are 513 

distinguishable from the one for which IAWC is requesting recovery via 514 
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inclusion in rate base in this proceeding.  Docket Nos. 11-0280/11-0281 515 

(Cons.), as well as Docket Nos. 09-0166/09-0167 (Cons.) to which that 516 

2011 Order cites, concerned a pension asset created by a prepaid 517 

pension expense/negative pension expense resulting from the expected 518 

return on prepaid pension plan assets exceeding other components of the 519 

utilities’ pension cost, and from some of the plan participants accepting 520 

lump sum distributions in lieu of pension plan benefits.  (See, e.g., Docket 521 

Nos. 09-0166/09-0167 (Cons.), Order, p. 26 (Jan. 21, 2010).)  In addition, 522 

Docket Nos. 04-0779 and 95-0219 concerned a pension asset created by 523 

prepaid pension balances resulting from the Company’s discretionary 524 

investment in its pension trust in compliance with its obligations under its 525 

plan and its own Human Resources policy.  Nicor acknowledged the 526 

Company had not been required to contribute to the plan for several years 527 

prior due to its overfunded status.  (Docket No. 04-0779, Order, p. 20 528 

(Sept. 20, 2005).)  Citing this, the Commission found “ratepayers should 529 

not be denied the benefits associated with the previous overpayment for 530 

pension expense which they funded.”  (Id., p. 23). 531 

IAWC’s pension asset in this proceeding was created by 532 

circumstances that different from those at issue in the dockets discussed 533 

above.  As explained in my direct testimony (IAWC Exhibit 6.00 (Rev.)) 534 

and as acknowledged by Ms. Hathhorn, IAWC’s pension asset results 535 

from the difference in plan funding required of IAWC by ERISA and the 536 

amounts which it is permitted to collect in base rates per FAS 87.  537 
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Accordingly, IAWC’s pension asset is neither the result of a discretionary 538 

contribution on IAWC’s part nor prefunding of the plan with ratepayer 539 

funds, nor unexpected returns on the plan assets previously funded by 540 

ratepayers.  As such, IAWC’s pension asset is distinguishable. 541 

IAWC’s situation is more similar to that of Commonwealth Edison 542 

Company (“ComEd”).  In Docket Nos. 05-0597, 07-0566 and 10-0467, 543 

ComEd’s recent rate increase proceedings, the Commission approved 544 

recovery of a return on a pension asset created by a discretionary external 545 

contribution by ComEd’s parent, Exelon, to the Company’s underfunded 546 

pension fund, albeit by allowing a return on the contribution amount in 547 

ComEd’s revenue requirement.  This treatment was affirmed on appeal.  548 

Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 398 Ill. App. 3d 549 

510, 521 (2d Dist. 2009).  Indeed, Ms. Hathhorn acknowledges that 550 

ComEd was permitted such recovery in her testimony. (ICC Staff Exhibit 551 

2.0, p. 7.) 552 

Q47. Is there any other authority that should be considered in this regard? 553 

A. In Docket No. 94-0040, the Commission authorized inclusion of a $4.5 554 

million prepaid pension expense, or pension asset, in the utility’s (CILCO) 555 

rate base.  (Docket No. 94-0040, Order, 1994 Ill. PUC LEXIS 577, *7 556 

(Dec. 12, 1994).)  IAWC referenced that docket in its response to ICC 557 

Staff data request DLH-1.10.  However, Ms. Hathhorn does not distinguish 558 

that docket or otherwise discuss it in her direct testimony. 559 

Q48. Is there any other authority that supports the Company’s proposal? 560 
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A. Yes, there is.  I would point out that, in authorizing a return on the pension 561 

asset at issue in the ComEd dockets referenced above (Docket Nos. 05-562 

0597, 07-0566 and 10-0467), the Commission stated several policy 563 

reasons for its decision.  Notably, it did not want utilities to neglect their 564 

pension obligations in light of the seriousness of underfunding.  (Docket 565 

No. 05-0597, Order on Rehr’ing, p. 20 (Dec. 20, 2006) (citing July 26, 566 

2006 Final Order, p. 39).)  I submit that the funding requirements under 567 

ERISA present such “pension obligations.”  The Commission should not 568 

penalize IAWC’s shareholders for the Company’s compliance with 569 

ERISA’s funding requirements.   570 

Q49. Ms. Hathhorn contends the Company has presented no evidence that 571 

the pension asset was created by anything other than ratepayer 572 

funds (ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0, p. 5).  Do you agree? 573 

A. No, I do not.  Ms. Hathhorn believes reduced earnings available to 574 

shareholders and overhead charges paid to the Service Company are 575 

“normal operations” of the Company not funded by shareholders (ICC 576 

Staff Exhibit 2.0, p. 5.)  However, she is mistaken.  The funding has been 577 

supplied, in essence, by shareholders in the form of foregone earnings.  578 

The existence of a pension asset signifies that the Company has been 579 

funding the pension plan by amounts that exceed the FAS 87 pension 580 

expense paid by ratepayers.  Thus, if the Company is making 581 

contributions in amounts greater than the FAS 87 expense, the funds must 582 

be coming from a source other than ratepayers.  That source is either 583 
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shareholders or debt holders.   It is also important to note that IAWC 584 

receives no compensation from ratepayers for the difference between its 585 

pension funding obligations and its FAS requirements. 586 

VI. RESPONSE TO AG WITNESS SMITH 587 

Q50. Mr. Smith alleges that IAWC has historically understated its short-588 

term debt reflected in its capital structure (AG Exhibit 2.0, pp. 14-15.)   589 

Please respond. 590 

A. As noted in my response to Staff witness Ms. Freetly on this issue, historic 591 

short-term debt balances have no relevance to the calculation of the 592 

Company’s projected 2013 test year short-term debt balances.  Thus, the 593 

best data to use for the Company’s test year short-term debt balances are 594 

projections from its 2011-2013 business plan.  In addition, short-term debt 595 

balances have greater volatility than the Company’s sources of permanent 596 

capital, such as long-term debt and common equity.  Thus, there are time 597 

periods in which short-term debt projections were higher than actual 598 

balances, and other time periods where short-term debt projections are 599 

lower than actual balances.   600 

Q51. Does Mr. Smith explain how IAWC has understated its short-term 601 

debt in the current case? 602 

A. No, he does not.  He simply states that it appears the Company has done 603 

so because IAWC’s test year short-term debt ratio is 0.26% of total 604 

capitalization (AG Exhibit 2.0, lines 322-323.) 605 
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Q52. Mr. Smith recommends using Staff’s short-term debt ratio of at least 606 

1.30%, stating this may require an upward adjustment to keep in line 607 

with the short-term debt ratios approved in Docket Nos. 07-0507 and 608 

09-0319 (AG Exhibit 2.0, lines 327-33).  Is this adjustment 609 

appropriate? 610 

A. No, it is not.  In the Company’s most recent rate case, Docket No. 09-611 

0319, the Commission added short-term debt to the Company’s proposed 612 

test year balance, which increased the ratio from 0.15% to 2.83%.  Mr. 613 

Smith discusses this on page 15 of his direct testimony.  The dollar 614 

amount of short-term debt associated with the 2.83% ratio was 615 

$20,619,678.  However, the Company’s actual average balance of short-616 

term debt during 2010, which was the test year used in that case, was 617 

$4,774,062.  Thus, the adjustment recommended by Mr. Smith and 618 

accepted by the Commission in that case turned out to overstate the 619 

Company’s actual average short-term debt balance by $15,845,616, or 620 

almost 332%.  Further, as previously noted in my response to Ms. Freetly, 621 

the calculation performed by Staff to arrive at the 1.30% in this case is 622 

incorrect.  Correcting the error in Staff’s proposed capital structure results 623 

in a short-term debt ratio of 1.09%.  Note, however, that the Company’s 624 

position is that there should be no adjustment to short-term debt for the 625 

reasons explained previously in my testimony.                                       626 

Q53. Please briefly describe Mr. Smith’s proposed adjustments to IAWC’s 627 

CWC. 628 
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A. Mr. Smith begins by supporting the adjustments recommended by Staff 629 

and discussed above.  He also recommends that (1) IAWC’s CWC should 630 

be adjusted to reflect the collection lag approved in IAWC’s last rate case, 631 

Docket No. 09-0319, (2) the payment lag applied to American Water 632 

Works Service Company payments be adjusted to commercially 633 

reasonable terms, and (3) the CWC should be updated to reflect other 634 

adjustments to revenues and expenses.  (AG Exhibit 2.0, p. 48, lines 635 

1159-1176.)     636 

Q54. What is the purpose of a CWC allowance? 637 

A. The purpose of including CWC in a utility’s rate base is to compensate the 638 

utility’s investors for providing the funds required for those day-to-day 639 

business operations which require a cash outlay during the lag time 640 

between the provision of service and the receipt of revenues associated 641 

with that service. 642 

Q55. How is CWC determined? 643 

A. The amount of required CWC can be determined in various ways.  In 644 

Illinois, under the 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 285, the CWC 645 

calculation may be based on a lead/lag study.  Lead/lag studies are used 646 

to analyze the lag time between the date customers receive service and 647 

the date that customers’ payments are available to a company, offset by a 648 

lead time during which a company receives goods and services, but pays 649 

for them at a later date (except for certain services that result in an 650 

expense lag due to pre-funding requirements, such as insurance, 651 
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operating and facilities leases, IT support services, maintenance 652 

agreements, trade organization dues, and certain taxes and fees).  The 653 

“lead” and the “lag” are both measured in days.  The annual test year cash 654 

expenses are then divided by 365 days to determine a daily CWC.  The 655 

daily amount is then multiplied by the dollar-weighted lead and lag days to 656 

determine the amount of CWC required for operations.  The resulting 657 

amount of CWC is then included as part of a company’s rate base. 658 

Q56. What is the basis for Mr. Smith’s adjustment to reflect the collection 659 

lag approved in IAWC’s last rate case, Docket No. 09-0319? (AG 660 

Exhibit 2.0, p. 50 lines 1189-1199.) 661 

A. Mr. Smith states the collection lag portion of the revenue lag should 662 

conform with the payment terms provided for in the Company’s tariff and 663 

adjusted as necessary to avoid the use of an unreasonable assumption 664 

that customers, on average, are paying late. He claims that the 665 

Commission’s Order in Docket No. 09-0319, IAWC’s last rate case, 666 

determined that 21 days should be used for the collection lag and that 667 

IAWC’s CWC should be adjusted to reflect this previously approved 668 

collection lag.  669 

Q57. Do you agree? 670 

A. No, I do not.  Mr. Smith is proposing to adopt an arbitrary collection lag of 671 

21 days, despite the fact that IAWC has prepared a lead/lag study in this 672 

case that provides actual calculated collection lags based on actual 673 
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customer payment, weighted for both the amount of the balance 674 

outstanding and the lag in payment. 675 

Q58. What were the Commission’s concerns regarding IAWC’s CWC 676 

calculations in the last case? 677 

A. In IAWC’s last case, the Commission expressed concerns about IAWC’s 678 

lead/lag study because it was prepared for a previous rate case using 679 

2005 data and so was based on “dated” information.  Therefore, the 680 

Commission ordered IAWC to develop lead/lag studies for future cases 681 

using the most recent data available.  I believe that the use of the 2005 682 

lead/lag study was a significant basis for the Commission’s adjustments to 683 

CWC in the last case.  Since IAWC has complied with the Commission’s 684 

requirement and utilized a lead/lag study reflecting the most recent data 685 

available, the Commission’s concerns with the prior case lead/lag study 686 

have been addressed.  Therefore, rather than rely on Mr. Smith’s arbitrary 687 

use of a 21-day collection lag, the Commission should utilize IAWC’s 688 

actual calculated collection lags based on the updated lead/lag study. 689 

Q59. Does Mr. Smith contest the validity of the Company’s lead/lag study? 690 

A. No, he does not. 691 

Q60. How was IAWC’s collection lag calculated? 692 

A. The collection lag portion of the revenue lag was calculated using the 693 

Company’s actual history of revenue collection during July 1, 2010 to June 694 

30, 2011. The collection lag for the Company’s districts ranged from 23.52 695 

days to 47.05 days.  Thus, the Company’s collection lag is based on 696 
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actual data, and there is no “unreasonable” assumption used to determine 697 

collection days for the CWC as Mr. Smith asserts. 698 

Q61. Why is the collection lag more than 21 days? 699 

A. The collection lag, as indicated above, reflects a weighted average of 700 

outstanding balances.  The balances are weighted by both amount and 701 

time outstanding, which is appropriate since the purpose is to determine 702 

the Company’s CWC needs.  Large balances, outstanding for a long 703 

period, result in an actual calculated weighted average collection lag that 704 

is longer than 21 days.   705 

Q62. Does IAWC incur costs related to late payments? 706 

A. Yes, it does.  The costs related to late payments represent an operating 707 

expense of the Company (and when past due bills become uncollectible, 708 

the Company recovers the cost of related to uncollectible bills as an 709 

operating expense – uncollectible expense).  When a customer pays late, 710 

IAWC does not receive the revenues from that customer to provide 711 

service on a timely basis and must obtain the equivalent funds necessary 712 

for working capital from some other source.  The Company incurs the cost 713 

related to obtaining the needed funds, and this cost is reflected in rates 714 

through inclusion of the CWC allowance, based on actual lead/lag days 715 

experienced, in rate base.  The Company may also incur administrative 716 

costs related to collections.  These costs associated with late payment are 717 

costs incurred by IAWC in providing service and are properly recoverable 718 

in rates. 719 
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Q63. Does Mr. Smith’s proposed adjustment deny IAWC the opportunity to 720 

recover these costs? 721 

A. Yes, it does.  The Company has reflected in its current revenues amounts 722 

for late payment revenues.  These serve to mitigate the amount of the rate 723 

increase requested by the Company.  However, Mr. Smith’s adjustment to 724 

reduce the collection lag to 21 days denies the Company the ability to 725 

reflect the costs associated with the additional revenues.  The fact that the 726 

Company earns late payment fees suggests that some customers pay 727 

their bills after the dates specified in the Commission’s rules.  In Docket 728 

Nos. 09-0306 et al., Order on Rehearing, the Commission agreed that the 729 

actual weighted-average number of collection days should be used in the 730 

determination of CWC.  In this case, the Company updated its lead/lag 731 

study to reflect the twelve months ended June 30, 2011, in response to 732 

the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 09-0319, which directed the 733 

Company to use in its next lead/lag study data that is more 734 

contemporaneous with the Company’s test year.  As noted above, the 735 

results of the new study show that, based on weighted average, the 736 

number of collection days in each district exceeds 21.  Thus, Mr. Smith’s 737 

recommendation should be disregarded. 738 

Q64. Please respond to Mr. Smith’s adjustment to payment lag based on 739 

pre-payment to AWWSC. 740 

A. In the Company’s last rate case, the Commission rejected the very 741 

adjustment that Mr. Smith proposes now.  The Commission found that 742 
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customers would ultimately bear additional costs of AWWSC if the 743 

Company did not pay the monthly Service Company fees at the beginning 744 

of a service period.  The Service Company is a not-for-profit business unit 745 

as it charges the Company (and other affiliates) for services at cost.  The 746 

Service Company’s source of funding is the monthly amount the Company 747 

and other affiliates pay at the beginning of the month.  The Commission-748 

approved agreement between IAWC and the Service Company (“Service 749 

Company Agreement”) requires prepayment of Service Company fees.  750 

Section 4.1 of the Service Agreement (see IAWC Exhibit 5.01) provides:  751 

“As soon as practicable after the last day of each month, Service 752 

Company shall render a bill to Water Company for all amounts due from 753 

Water Company for services and expenses for such month plus an 754 

amount equal to the estimated cost of such services and expenses for the 755 

current month.”  This approach eliminates a Service Company overhead 756 

cost that IAWC would otherwise be required to pay as a part of the cost for 757 

services provided. 758 

Q65. Why does the Service Company Agreement require prepayment? 759 

A. Unlike other vendors, the Service Company provides services at cost.  It 760 

has no retained earnings or other internally generated funds with which to 761 

provide working capital to fund the services it provides to IAWC prior to 762 

receipt of payment for those services.  Thus, in preparing the Service 763 

Company Agreement, there were essentially two options for addressing 764 

the Service Company’s need to obtain funds in order to provide the 765 
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necessary funds to finance required services used by IAWC.  One option 766 

was to have the operating utilities, such as IAWC, prepay for Service 767 

Company services.  The other option would have been to require the 768 

Service Company to obtain cash working capital and include the related 769 

cost in the overheads added to the cost for services provided to IAWC and 770 

other operating subsidiaries.  In the Service Company Agreement, the 771 

option to have the operating utilities, including IAWC, prepay the Service 772 

Company was used.  773 

Q66. Did the Commission review the Service Company Agreement and the 774 

prepayment terms? 775 

A. Yes, it did.  As the Service Company is an affiliate of IAWC, the Company 776 

was required to obtain Commission approval for the Service Company 777 

Agreement.  The current Service Company Agreement, which includes a 778 

provision for pre-payment for monthly services, has been approved by the 779 

Commission twice; first on July 19, 1989, in Docket No. 88-0303 and 780 

again on October 25, 2005, in Docket No. 04-0595.  In approving the 781 

Service Company Agreement, including the prepayment provision, the 782 

Commission found that the Service Company Agreement was reasonable 783 

and in the public interest.  Thus, the prepayment terms are reasonable 784 

and should not be modified.  785 

Q67. If the approved Service Company Agreement had not required 786 

prepayment for services, would IAWC’s cost to obtain services from 787 

the Service Company have been different? 788 
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A. Yes, it would.  As noted above, modification of the prepayment terms of 789 

the Service Company Agreement would have required that IAWC pay as 790 

an overhead the cost incurred by the Service Company to obtain working 791 

capital needed to provide services.  The Service Company Agreement 792 

provides for provision of the lowest cost services by the Service Company.  793 

Without prepayment, the Service Company would have to incur costs to 794 

fund services provided to IAWC.  The Commission has determined that 795 

the provision of funds to support services provided by the Service 796 

Company is more appropriately met through the prepayment terms.   797 

Q68. Is prepaying the Service Company costs a prudent business 798 

practice? 799 

A.  Yes, it is.  The Commission determined that it is in Docket No. 04-0595.  800 

Moreover, IAWC commonly prepays certain types of vendors, such as 801 

lessors, taxing authorities, insurers, trade organizations (dues), and 802 

providers of IT support services and maintenance agreements.  These 803 

prepayments are in accord with industry practice related to the particular 804 

service involved.  805 

Q69. Mr. Smith asserts, “this substantial affiliated transaction should not 806 

be permitted to unnecessarily increase rate base via the creation of 807 

an unreasonable CWC requirement.” (AG Exhibit 2.0, p. 52, lines 808 

1249-1251.)  Please comment on Mr. Smith’s recommendation. 809 

A. I do not agree.  As explained above, the prepayment terms do not 810 

unnecessarily increase rate base.  The prepayment provision provides the 811 
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Service Company with funds to operate.  Absent the prepayment 812 

provision, the cost of such funds would have been charged to IAWC 813 

through the Service Company’s overhead charges.  As also discussed 814 

above, the Service Agreement was approved by the Commission.  815 

Because the Service Company payment lag conforms to the terms of the 816 

Service Agreement, no changes are required to the number of payment 817 

lag days.  818 

Q70. Mr. Smith further states that “it is doubtful at best that a ratemaking 819 

adjustment for IAWC’s cash working capital in the current case has a 820 

direct impact on the Service Company’s cost.”  (AG Exhibit 2.0, p. 52, 821 

lines 1236-1238.)  How do you respond? 822 

A. Mr. Smith does not provide any basis for his assertion.  Further, the 823 

prepayment term is included in the Service Company Agreement, so 824 

IAWC would be required to continue to prepay its Service Company fees, 825 

even after a ratemaking adjustment.  However, IAWC would no longer 826 

recover the cost associated with the prepayment and, thus, would be 827 

penalized for continuing to comply with the requirements of a Commission 828 

order. 829 

Q71. Mr. Smith recommends removing IAWC’s pension asset from rate 830 

base, alleging that the Company has failed to demonstrate that the 831 

asset was funded by investors.  (AG Exhibit 2.0, p. 54, lines 1288-832 

1291.)  How do you respond to his recommendation?  833 
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A. I disagree with Mr. Smith’s recommendation for the reasons previously 834 

discussed in my response to Staff witness Ms. Hathhorn. 835 

Q72. Mr. Smith further states that AWW’s defined benefit pension plan in 836 

which IAWC and Service Company employees participate has a 837 

pension liability exceeding $420 million as of December 31, 2011.  838 

(AG Exhibit 2.0, p. 55, lines 1308-1311.)  Please respond. 839 

A. In short, AWW’s pension funding status, whether it is overfunded or 840 

underfunded, is not relevant to the calculation of IAWC’s pension asset or 841 

liability.  The law requires that the pension assets in the AWW Plan must 842 

be kept separate from business accounts, such as those of IAWC.  As I 843 

noted in my response to ICC Staff data request DLH-11.01, “[t]he pension 844 

plan is an external trust and is not included on the balance sheet of 845 

Illinois-American Water.  Therefore, the funding level of the pension trust 846 

is not appropriate for consideration in determining rates.”  I further pointed 847 

out in my Supplemental Response to DLH11.01 that “[t]he American 848 

Water Works Company, Inc. Pension Plan Actuarial Report's unfunded 849 

pension position and ERISA Funded Position Funding shortfall amounts 850 

are not determinative of whether, for ratemaking purposes, IAWC has a 851 

pension asset.  The Company's pension asset is calculated based on 852 

IAWC’s share of FAS 87 pension expense . . . and IAWC’s share of 853 

mandated ERISA contributions.” 854 

VII. REVISIONS TO WACC AND CWC 855 

Q73. Have you revised the Company’s recommended WACC? 856 
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A. Yes, I have updated the Company’s WACC to 8.69% to reflect the 857 

updated rate of return on common equity of 11.25% recommended by Ms. 858 

Ahern.  This is shown on IAWC Exhibit 6.02R. 859 

Q74. Have you revised the Company’s Cash Working Capital balance? 860 

A. Yes, I have revised the Company’s CWC balance to reflect the various 861 

changes and corrections included in IAWC’s rebuttal filing.  The updated 862 

CWC balance is $3,512,000, as shown on IAWC Exhibit 6.03R. 863 

Q75. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 864 

A. Yes, it does. 865 


